
Winner: Vikram, ages 7-10 “Make”
‘A storm like no other’ a cartoon depicting a how a solar storm works and its consequences.
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Winner: Jeet, ages 7-10 “Write”
A short story that made me realise what would happen when the Sun 

    ejects material at our beloved planet Earth.



Winner: DGS Science Club, ages 11-15 “Make”
We made pictures using filter paper and added water to separate the 

colours in the inks, giving an effect like Northern Lights in the night sky.



What is space weather?

Some activities on the sun’s surface creates a type of weather called
“ The sun is very far away, it's about 93 million miles
(150 million kilometers) from the earth. However, space weather can
affect earth and the rest of the solar system.

An aurora, which is sometimes referred to as polar lights (aurora
Polaris), northern light (aurora borealis), or southern light (aurora
australis), is a natural light display in the Earth’s sky, predominantly
seen in high latitude regions (around the artic and Antarctic).

On artic nights the aurora often flames across the winter sky. The
sun, which is a star at the center of the solar system, is where the tail of
the aurora comes from. The sun acts as an enormous power plant and
the energy is created deep inside the sun’s core.

In the sun’s core, the temperature is over 14 million degrees and
the pressure are so enormous that hydrogen atoms are squeezed
together into another element called helium.

This nuclear reaction releases energy and the light radiates toward
the sun’s core in the outer layers then heat moves to the surface in
huge eddies called “ These electrical currents of
charge gas create “ inside the sun. In some places,
strong magnetic fields push their way up through the surface and it
slows down the hot eddies. Then the surface cools and darker sunspot
appear. The electrically charged gas is called “ so plasma drags
the magnetic fields further outwards. The magnetic field stretches and
twist like a rubber band, then the rubber band breaks down and several
billion tons of plasma is hurled out from the sun. This process is called a

The solar storm can reach speeds over eight million kilometers an
hour. And after six hours, it blows past the planet mercury and then
after twelve hours, it blows past the planet Venus. The after eighteen

hours, the solar storm reaches the earth. When it reaches the earth,
something strange happens. An invisible shield or the Earth’s magnetic
field deflects the storm and the magnetic fields coupled together and
create a funnel for the gas streams. Down on the daylight side of the
pole, this is the day light aurora.

The magnetic fields stretch further back and couple of magnetic
rubber bands breaks and gas from the solar storm streams along the
magnetic line towards the poles. On the night side, this is the night side
aurora.

The sun is always spewing gas and particles into space. This
stream of particles is known as the The gas and particles
come from the sun’s hot outer atmosphere, called the “ These
particles from the corona are charged with electricity. The solar wind
carries these particles towards the Earth at up to a million per hour.

Yes! Sometimes magnetic activity within the sun causes
intense solar storms. The solar wind gets much stronger during these
storms. Strong solar winds can be dangerous.

During a solar storm, explosions called solar flares break out. Solar
flares send tons of energy whizzing through space at the speed of light.
Sometimes flares come with huge solar eruptions. These eruptions are
called coronal mass ejections.

All of that extra radiation can damage the satellites we use for
communications and navigation. It can disrupt power grids that provide
our electricity. The radiation from solar storms can also be dangerous
for astronauts in space.

Solar
storms can
be very
harmful.

Winner: Shane, ages 11-15 “Write”
My article on space weather and the effects on Earth.



Ages 7-10 “Make”
Team EshAn

Solar system project.



Nabeel
Drawing of a solar storm.



Nadine
Drawing of a radiation storm in space.



Team Space Storm
Pencil picture and poster of the Sun, Earth and solar flares. I created a splatter painting of deep space.



Team Weather        
Poster that describes the atmosphere and weather of each planet in the solar system.



Ages 7-10 “Write”
Highly Commended: Space Scientist



Ages 11-15 “Make”
OFS Duo

A comic strip about a solar storm which destroys every planet in the solar system except Earth.
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THE AURORA LIGHTS
By Malaika

What are the 
Aurora Lights?

The Aurora Lights is a 
natural source of  light 
displayed in the earth's sky.

Scientific explanation: When 
the solar wind gets past the 
magnetic field and travels 
towards the Earth, it travels 
into the atmosphere. As the 
protons and electrons from 
the solar wind hit the particles 
in the Earth's atmosphere, 
they release energy this is what 
causes the northern lights

Experiment – an Aurora 
light in a bottle!

Frank is pouring a trimethyl borate solution into the 
large container. He shakes it so it would evaporate and 
mixes a bit with the oxygen. This irritates the chemicals 
in the solution.

The flame travels down the bottle as he ignites it. He 
ignites a piece of  cotton and lowers it in. This will create 
a green fame at the top.

This is the equation he used to carry out the experiment:

Something for Students:

https://thewordsearch.com/puzzle/1559724/aurora-lights/

Something for Teachers. Try out my Kahoot!

https://play.kahoot.it/v2/?quizId=eb744374-d5c3-49e2-8809-e6b749a

Try some of  these activities to learn more about the Aurora Lights!

Highly Commended: Malaika
The Aurora Lights presentation with quizzes to help teach other pupils in 

my schools about the aurora.



Highly Commended: Team Endeavour
My acrylic painting shows the Earth and magnetic fields seen by us as a beautiful dance of light.



With fire breath and spitting blaze, the world will fall one day 
A mother star that blaze alight does have her mighty rage 
So do not wait for fire hot to burn all that we know  
The solar storm of darkest days will destroy that once we love 

Shock our homes without a notice rip us, man, apart 
Watch as those who dare its blaze wither undercast 
The soler mother wax and wain in times of desperate filter 
Like flitting beast in cold of Jacks’, her title is the ender 

The kind of man was once not here and will not remain forever 
Return to dust within her grasp our memories to squander 
Ticking clock and raging storms a war we do not see 
Those trying to hide behind our words and lies of destiny 

Hold the breath and see the beauty of that which can destroy you 
Lights of north that glow in night warn of her true duty. 

Ages 11-15 "Write"
Team Dinz

A poem about the destruction we face due to the solar storms.


